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From: Gary Cochenour
To: Patricia Wetzel; Greg Baird
Subject: Fw: SCI-139-1.66 PID 84964  PE Comments
Date: 06/15/2011 08:32 AM
Attachments: SCI-139_DOC_PE Study comments.pdf


SCI-139-1 66_SYNCHRO.pdf


Greg and Patricia,
   Please review the responses before Thursdays meeting.


Gary E. Cochenour  P.E.   -    Transportation Engineer 4 
Ohio Department of Transportation - District 9
650 Eastern Ave.  Chillicothe, OH  45601
Tel. 740-774-9051  Toll Free (OH only)  1-888-819-8501
e-mail  Gary.Cochenour@dot.state.oh.us
----- Forwarded by Gary Cochenour/Production/D09/ODOT on 06/15/2011 08:31 AM -----


"Joe Bolzenius"
<jbolzenius@dynotecinc.com> 


06/14/2011 04:32 PM


To <Gary.Cochenour@dot.state.oh.us>


cc


Subject RE: SCI-139-1.66 PID 84964 PE Comments


Gary,


 
We have reviewed all of your comments and wanted you to see our responses before the meeting
on Thursday. Especially note that we ran the SYNCHRO analysis and found that the improvement
from the additional lane (NB left) is only a 2.9 second reduction in intersection delay (from 11.7
seconds to 8.8 seconds), and in fact, the intersection delay actually increases 2.7 seconds with the
additional lane and the protected left.


 
If you have any questions, let me know, otherwise we’ll see you on Thursday at 9:30 am.


 
Joseph S. Bolzenius, PE, PS, LEED AP
Vice-President - Planning
Dynotec, Inc.
2931 E. Dublin-Granville Rd
Suite 200
Columbus, Ohio 43231
614.880.7320 (ext. 254)
Direct: 614.310.1099
Fax: 614.880.7324
Mobile: 614.354.4933
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SCI-139-1.66 Disposition of PE Study Comments 
 



DYNOTEC 
 



            
Dynotec has reviewed the comments from ODOT District 9 dated June 9, 2011, and our responses are shown below 
in blue. 
 
 
Preliminary Engineering Study Comments 
 
 



1. The signal warrant analysis should include the right turn reduction procedure outlined in the 
ODOT Traffic Engineering Manual, section 402-5. We have completed the right turn factorization 
sheet for the peak hours where we performed manual counts. 



2. The signal warrant analysis should be based on a turning movement count.  We would 
recommend obtaining 12 hours of data, typically 6AM – 6PM. As stated in the report, we 
performed 12 –hours automatic counts on all three legs of the intersection and manual counts for 
AM, Noon and PM peak periods. We were not aware that District desired 12-hour manual counts. 
Since we only had 12 hours budgeted for this task, we will provide estimates of the actual tunring 
movements for the “off-peak” hours based on tube counts and ratios from the manual counts on 
peak hours. 



3. The 2010 crash data has not yet been finalized.  We would recommend reanalyzing the data to 
make sure that nothing changed after 2010 data is finalized.  This should happen sometime in 
May. We re-checked and confirmed that no new accident data has been added to the database. 



4. We recommend adding an alternative that analyzes adding a left turn lane for SR 139 
Northbound without adding the left turn lane for Rosemount Rd. OK 



5. The turn lane warrant graphs 401-5aE & 401-9E are only applicable to unsignalized intersections.  
Please see the excerpt from the L&D Manual Volume I section 401.6.1 below:  



 



 
That is correct – we used the sheets as an indication of the level of need for the left turn lanes. 



 
6. It was noticed that the 2-lane Left Turn Lane Warrant graph 401-5aE indicates that the left turn 



percentage for SR 139 Northbound = 69%, but the left turn lane calculations indicate the left turn 
percentage = 41%.  Also, the point plotted on the graph does not seem to match the volumes 
written below the graph. We have revised the notations on the graph. 



7. It is recommended that an analysis need to be performed to determine the appropriate phasing if 
the signal remains, specifically if the SR 139 northbound left turn should be protected, 
protected/permissive, or permissive only. We have run a SYNCHRO analysis with these different 
cases and found that there is a slight improvement in intersection LOS and reduction in 
intersection delay with the addition of the NB left turn lane, however the costs do not appear to 
justify this improvement. See attached analysis. 



8. Pedestrian accommodations need to be analyzed for any alternative to ensure that the 
recommendations are in compliance with the ODOT policies. We intend to add ped push buttons 
on the traffic poles (except at the NE corner) and crosswalks at the south leg and west leg. 



9. Consider angling the wing wall on the Rosemount side and pushing the guardrail back on 
Rosemount Rd. to gain more useable length out of the box. OK     
   






















































































 
From: Gary.Cochenour@dot.state.oh.us [mailto:Gary.Cochenour@dot.state.oh.us] 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 10:30 AM
To: Joe Bolzenius
Subject: SCI-139-1.66 PID 84964 PE Comments


 


Joe, 
  Attached are the comments that I have so far for the subject project.  I am sending
them to you so you can prepare for Thursday meeting. 


Gary E. Cochenour  P.E.   -    Transportation Engineer 4 
Ohio Department of Transportation - District 9
650 Eastern Ave.  Chillicothe, OH  45601
Tel. 740-774-9051  Toll Free (OH only)  1-888-819-8501


e-mail  Gary.Cochenour@dot.state.oh.us





